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WHO ARE WE AND WHAT WE DO
The Joliba Trust supports grassroots development work with farming and livestockraising communities in Mali. We are working to reduce hunger and to sustain
and improve rural livelihoods in one of the toughest environments in the world.
We have worked with rural people in Mali since 1984 and established a fund which
became the Joliba Trust in 1992. Local partners support practical self-help projects
in over 200 villages. Nearly all of it is carried out by hard-working local volunteers and
their achievements are extraordinary. In the last year, amongst other activities, our staff
and local community volunteers have:-

 Planted and regenerated over half a million trees
 Stabilised 277 acres of sand dunes
 Reclaimed 477 acres of unproductive land
 Restored the biodiversity and economic value of 134,272 acres
 Built 15 village wells

Joliba Trust
8 Nattadon Road, Chagford, Newton Abbot, Devon TQ13 8BE
Tel: 01647 432018 • Email: info@jolibatrust.com
www.jolibatrust.org.uk • Registered Charity 1059919
TRUSTEES: Deborah Hutchinson (Chair), Melroy Mukwaya, Trudie Onyechi,
Richard Savage (BA Oxon), Caroline Hart (Founder and Co-ordinator)
BOARD ADVISOR: Polly Richards
PATRONS: Jon Snow, Caroline Lucas MP, Satish Kumar
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Mali is in the desert-bordering Sahel of West Africa. Mali has an extremely rich history
and culture but is currently one of the poorest countries. It faces acute problems of
desertification and climate change.

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR WORK GENEROUSLY
It has been an unbelievably difficult year. Not only has there been almost no rain and
no harvest, but the conflict of northern Mali has pushed southwards and now affects
our area. Although it has had no media coverage, thousands of people have had to
flee their homes or been unable to grow crops, hundreds of people who are guilty of
no crimes have been killed and 29 villages have been burnt down. It is an enormous
tribute to the courage and dedication of our wonderful Malian partners that they have
wanted to continue with everything and that they have achieved so much.
Our work has become, more than ever, a lifeline to people and a force for peace.
Please continue to support our work generously. Many people will be facing food crisis
and needing to rebuild their lives in 2019.
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ENVIRONMENTAL WORK TO IMPROVE RURAL LIVELIHOODS
Rural livelihoods in the Sahel are being progressively weakened by droughts and
climate change, and this is deeply felt by village communities. Much of the loss of the
land’s productivity is due to human actions: clearing for agricultural purposes, cutting
of timber, and the creation of new villages and farming hamlets due to increasing
population.
Mali has diverse cultures but people have lived together peacefully for centuries. In
central Mali where we work, the rapid loss of land and topsoil in recent years has led to
farming communities needing to greatly expand areas under crop cultivation in order
to grow enough food. This has reduced pasture for people who make a living from
herding livestock. Conflicts over scarce land and water resources are growing and people are increasingly having to compete for the resources they need in order to survive.
Our work to manage and regenerate land and to improve the income it can provide is
being implemented in the districts of Bondo, Dioungani, Koporo-pen, Youdiou, Madougou, Sangha, Bankass and Kani -Bonzon.

TREE REGENERATION
Trees are one of the primary economic and food resources in the Sahel and are vital
to improving and sustaining fertile land.
Tree regeneration took place in 5 districts and successful results were obtained in
each zone. By using careful methods of seedling protection, 1,796 volunteers in 82
villages grew a remarkable 438,576 new trees. These will help to restore and improve
the productivity of 20,000 acres of land.

19 species were chosen as they are particularly valuable for the food resources they
supply to both people and livestock; others were chosen to provide dyes for clothes
and leather; for the income they provide to women; for their fruits; for their ability
to reduce wind and water erosion, or to improve soil with their nitrogen-fixing roots
and compost-producing leaves; for providing timber or fuelwood; or to provide food
resources during droughts.
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YADOMO PEROU (Housewife in Bonronwon)
We women take the cart to fetch wood. We leave in the morning when we hear
the cock crowing around 5am, to return at twilight around 6pm with our wood. Our
children are going to Yorou-pen looking for firewood and it takes 5 days to go back
and forth, so now they go in groups. The trees we have grown in our fields help us a
lot, not only by procuring us wood but the falling leaves enrich the soil. The fruits of
the Balanites have become a source of income for the women.

Acacia and Balanites yield fruit pods which provide valuable nutritious feed to livestock
during the dry season. The sale of these has become a key source of income for women.
According to Aïssata BARRY from Niaky:
During periods of poor harvest, it is the fruits of Boscia that help us a lot if we
are all going to die of hunger. God had pity on us by growing a miraculous tree and
in spite of this our men cut it down. With the awareness activities of Joliba this tree
is protected and saplings are growing again.

Boscia fruit

FATOUMA GUINDO (Housewife in Orokorou)

Balanites fruits
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Thanks to the tree regeneration activities, we now have enough animal fodder, wood
to cook with, wood for our agricultural tools, and to build the animal shelters. We also
have Sclerocarya, Balanites and Zizyphus fruits which we can sell to make money.
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MARIAM SAGARA (Housewife in Goudiodourou)

OUMAR GUINDO (Ende)

We no longer need to walk 50kms in search of firewood. All the women are now
collecting wood from the trees in their fields...The fruits and nuts from our trees have
become a source of income for all the women.

I have two fields that are one hectare each. One of the fields contains a lot of trees
and people ask me questions. The field with more trees gives more millet than any
other plot. I can harvest up to 40 sacks, while in the other field I have never harvested
more than 25 sacks. In addition to millet, I have enough wood to provide cooking fuel
for 6 months and women can gather my Sclerocarya fruit to sell.

TINDER GUINDO (Ende)
Since we have been involved in tree regeneration, our animals have enough
to eat. Their forage comes from the leaves of Acacias raddiana and Acacia albida,
Sclerocarya birrea, Balanites aegyptiaca, Prosopis africana, and Zizyphus. The fruits
are used to feed animals and the trees also give us shade.

Sheep eating Pilostigma tree cloves

FATOUMA KODIO (Housewife)
On our land we have a lot of Acacia raddiana. I can collect 20 to 30 sacks of pods
and sell them at £4 each. So I can make £80-120 a year. With this I can buy a ram and
shoes for the children who helped me harvest the pods. Sapling protection activities
have allowed me to improve my income. I’m not alone, I know other women who like me
gather many sacks because we meet in the fields when picking up pods.

Nutritious Moringa leaves being sun dried for sale
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According to the village chief of Anamoïla:
Thanks to the practice of tree regeneration, I notice that we have more trees than
we have had for 20 years
Over 1,307,000 saplings have been protected and regenerated by volunteers in the last
4 years. This is improving crop yields, as well as sustaining livestock and making them
productive. It is restoring the land and its biodiversity and providing income for women.
In the words of Oumar GUINDO:
It appears that despite the high population density, harvests are good

PLANTING NURSERY-GROWN TREES
Tree nursery planting took place in 6 districts: Bonronwon, Koporo-pen, Madougou,
Barapireli, Youdiou, Diongani and Bankass. The Nursery Managers trained by Joliba
(20 women, 20 men and 12 associations) grew 156,801 saplings of 51 different
species. Trees were planted in the dunes, in set aside rewilding areas, school playgrounds, in firewood groves and in collective field areas. 15,473 Eucalyptus trees were
planted in groves. These provide firewood which can be sold for a lot of money. Grafted
trees which fruit quickly were planted in household courtyards. 1927 fruit trees were
planted to raise income for women.
Nearly half a million Baobab trees have been planted in the last 4 years. Baobab trees
have many uses and their leaves provide a key staple food for 8 months of the year.
Baobab plantation
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Planting Baobab trees
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Many people have been displaced by lack of land and conflict this year
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BEEKEEPING
11 new beekeeping associations were established during the year and were set up
with apiaries with 872 beehives. 6,191 kilos of honey were harvested and this raised
over £16,000 for 230 Beekeepers.
With more forest cover, the numbers of bees have increased. We have a long waiting
list of people who would like to start beekeeping enterprises as it is such a profitable
activity.

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR BEEKEEPING WORK!
Beekeeping is one of the activities our staff are particularly keen to develop so that
if people are unable to plant or harvest crops due to drought or conflict, honey sales
can help families to buy food.

MATERNAL HEALTH
The moped-ambulances have helped 278 women who were unable to give birth to
reach a health centre during the year. They have also been used for the evacuation
of severely malnourished children, for the victims of moped accidents, and to widen
the vaccination programmes.
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REWILDING AND PROTECTED LAND RECOVERY

HAWA NIANGALI (Ombo)

In the last 7 years a remarkable 54,338 hectares of land have been protected for
recovery and rewilding in 6 districts. The local population has been very pleased with
the results and with the revival of firewood resources. In the areas that have been
established for a few years, there is now dense plant and tree cover that is even impenetrable. Rare species that had disappeared from overuse have come back, trees
are fruiting abundantly and there is a revival of fauna and bees.

In the months of October-November
every woman goes to the protected
area to collect Balanites fruits. I have
been able to collect two sacks of 100
kgs to sell, and I have extracted 7 litres
of oil. I kept 1 litre for us to consume
and sold 6 litres for £9 each. It is the
first time that the women of Ombo
have been able to sell Balanites fruits
and oil. The protected area is really
beneficial for us.

HAWA ONGOÏBA (Douna)
This year, the collection of the fruits of Zizyphus (Buckthorn) was an important
activity of women ... we transform the buckthorn powder into a ball to sell at the
market. When we eat a single ball and drink water, we can say goodbye to hunger.
The children returning from school eat less because they have eaten the (energy rich)
fruit ball.


AMADOU BARRY (Livestock raiser in Tongourou)
There is enough to feed the animals on in the new areas. In the rainy season there
is a lot of grass and in the dry season, there are dead leaves and tree fodder.

THE VILLAGE CHIEF OF SABÈRÈ-DARA
...every time I enter the protected area, what attracts me is the presence of timber
which has grown in less than 6 years.

HAMIDOU BARRY (Shepherd)
...In the morning I lead my animals to the protected area and in the evening I
take them to water. There are tree fruits, dried leaves, grass and fresh leaves that I
pick to feed the animals.
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AISSATA DJIMDE (Djimdema)
I remember in my youth there were Balanites in Djimdema and my mother used
to send me to collect fruit. But in the last years all the trees were cut down to
feed livestock. Little by little our land degraded and the rainfall stopped. Since we
protected this area, everything is recovering and the fruit has become an important
source of revenue for the women. I gathered 400 kgs of fruit and extracted 31 litres
of oil. I sold 30 litres. I am now able to buy milk 4 times a week, to eat dried fish twice
a week and I buy rice and peanut butter for the family.
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HAMA BARRY (Councillor at Sabere)
Before Joliba arrived the way we used our land was
disorganised. Now we manage the harvesting of our
resources and we hunt game sustainably. After 6 years
we are already seeing the impact. There are plenty of
leaves and fruits to feed to our animals, there is good
herbaceous cover, the trees are fruiting, there is wood
to build our houses and for our tools, to make beehives
and carts. There are hares, herons and all sorts of birds
now. This activity is really helpful to us herders.

LIVESTOCK RAISING
Our activities during the year focussed on promoting
affordable cattle fodder, improving pasture resources,
and providing sheep and goats to women.

CATTLE FODDER SCHEME
Mali has 3 months of monsoon rains, and is then dry
for the remaining 9 months. This means that cattle have

ABBA GUINDO
The protected area in the village of Gourty is
call ‘Djaya’ and is carefully controlled by our Nature
Protection Society. Today we are afraid to go right
inside as it has become so dense. I now understand
that it is the actions of humans that is the cause of the
destruction of the environment. After 6 years set aside
all the trees are fruiting and the herders are able to eat
enough to satisfy their hunger. Our forest has become
generous. My wife sold 40 kilos of buckthorn fruits and
she can now buy soap and food. Medicinal trees that
had disappeared are coming back and we are seeing
new species.

little to eat at the height of the dry season. The cattle
fodder scheme provides a fund to Herders’ Co-operative Societies so that they can buy and sell cattle fodder affordably at wholesale prices. The fodder includes
maize bran, cotton seed residue, grain, and salt. The
fodder was bought and sold in 123 rotations to Herders’ co-operative societies in 112 villages. All the fodder
was sold during the year: 11,028 sacks of maize, 8147
sacks of cotton seed residue, 1556 sacks of bran,
50 tons of ‘better grain’,
and 85 sacks of salt. The
fodder is primarily fed to
milking cows, pregnant
cows, labour animals, and
weak animals during the 5
months of the year when
there is the least pasture.
As a result of the fodder
credit, livestock-raisers no
longer need to cut trees to
feed their animals, and the
cows are now able to give
milk throughout the ‘hungry season’ when people
have eaten all their crops
and are awaiting the next
harvest.

Regenerated fodder resources
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ISIAKA BOLLY
Our principle activity is the sale of cattle fodder from
February-June..then we share the money to trade. With
the money some people raise sheep, others buy and
sell small ruminants, others do trading activities in the
markets. All of this permits us to fight against poverty.
Everyone in our locality says a big thank you to Joliba.

JENEBA BA
Before, our dairy was functioning for 7 months of
the year. Today, since the cattle fodder scheme, we have
milk for 12 months of the year.
Transporting cattle fodder
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USE OF MOLASSES FOR ENRICHED STRAW

MOUSSA GUINDO COUNCILLOR (Farming community)

We have provided 2000 litres of molasses to add to millet stalks which are fed to cattle. This has benefitted 9000 livestock raisers. The molasses improves the digestibility
and calorific value of the straw feed.

The marking of the cattle passage routes is a solution to the livestock trampling on
our fields. The route is used frequently throughout the year. Imagine a farmer who has
sown his field with crops and laboured daily to gain his harvest, then in less than an hour
the livestock come and eat everything. Even if the Herder pays damages, it can never be
enough for the lost harvest. This frustration has created hatred between our people. On
one side we think that the herder has deliberately ruined our crops and on their side, the
herder thinks that the farmer has deliberately occupied his pasture route. There is too
much misunderstanding between us now. The best solution is what Joliba has done to
make a marked route for livestock to pass. This will reduce the damage to our fields..

LIVESTOCK PASSAGE ROUTES
In the last 8-10 years, as more and more land that was formerly pasture has come under field cultivation, it has become increasingly difficult for livestock herders to graze
and move their cattle without damaging crops. Joliba is working to make community
agreements for cattle passage routes and is ensuring that these are clearly marked.

EL HADJ OUSMANE BARBY (Village Chief Dioungani Peuhl)

SUPPORTING SHEEP AND GOAT-RAISING
This programme works to improve the breed of sheep that the women are raising and
helps to set women up in sheep-breeding.

I have witnessed countless conflicts between cattle herders and the owners of the
fields. Since I’ve been Village Chief I have tried to negotiate over many complaints and
fines for damages. These conflicts are creating hatred between farmers and nomads.
I have also witnessed 6 cases of injury done to the herders and also injury done to
farmers. The marking of passage routes has removed a thorn from our feet.

AITA BARRY (Head of the Kaoral Association)
The marking of the route is greatly welcomed by us, the women. My shepherd son
was the victim of a beating when the animals accidentally began grazing in a field.
Now we have a proper route which is large enough. I thank Joliba and their funders.
We have never received any help before. Joliba has greatly aided us Fulani women.
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WOMEN’S INCOME GENERATION AND CREDIT FUNDS

Raising small livestock with microcredit

Our first microcredit fund, which began with £80 in 1991 and grew to over £400,000
in 14 districts, has run successfully for over 25 years. It is a real credit to the entrepreneurial skills of the women, as well as to the integrity of the people who ran the
scheme. This fund is now managed autonomously.
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We have created a second women’s income generation fund in another area. Funds
are loaned to groups of women so that they can begin an economic activity and this
is gradually repaid so that more women can benefit.
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Processing sesame seed, which is sold to traders from Burkina Faso for a good price
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DUNE STABILISATION
Joliba’s work on dune stabilisation is making an enormous difference and is greatly appreciated in the region.
Desertification remains a devastating problem in a wide
area and we desperately need to extend this work.
Our work took place in 7 villages of Sangha and Dourou
districts and 5 new villages in Kani-Bonzon district. This
activity mobilized 603 volunteers in 26 teams including
13 women’s teams, 4 mixed teams and 9 men’s teams.
A total of 6,823 cartloads of branches and hedgerow
were brought to the dune area to be planted as windbreaks. The pace of recovery of dune areas is increasing
each year and small animals such as hedgehogs and
squirrels are returning.

Women working on Dune stabilisation Grogondou
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ADAMA GUINDO (Ende)
I am the village chief. I can remember when we were living from our crops and
had enough millet in our granaries to last for 7 years. It rained a lot, there was plenty
of grass and the animals were fat. The cows gave a lot of milk, there were ponds
filled with fish such as catfish and carp. There were also forests with wild animals.
At that time we ate well. We even grew rice and the trees gave us a lot of fruit. With
the appearance of the dunes about 40 years ago, our village has not been the same,
and our ponds have filled with sand. As more land was cleared for crop cultivation,
the grasslands disappeared. This has led to a mass migration of families, especially
those living near dunes.

Dune planting in Telly

We did not know how to deal with this until the Mayor sent a request to Joliba to help
us and we now have a Joliba Facilitator who is based here. After a few months work we
have seen a reduction in wind erosion, the dunes are no longer moving and already
there are hares in the planted areas. I appreciate Joliba’s way of working. The use of
the hedge slows down the action of the wind and the seeding of the grass seed fixes
the sand. I thank Joliba and their funders.

SINDJOUGO GUINDO (Village leader of Walia)
KADIDIA GUINDO (Housewife in Telly)
Our main activities are agriculture, livestock-raising, craft-making, and small
trading enterprises. It was principally tourism and crafts that employed many young
people. With insecurity, the death of tourism has contributed to the death of the
village. The village has lost its source of income. Young people are idle not knowing
what to do. The land has become very poor due to the presence of several dunes
which are blowing over the fields. After successive poor harvests we are now facing
food insecurity. We have asked various organisations for help with our dunes but
they were not successful. Now we have asked Joliba to help us and the combination
of techniques we are using with Joliba are solutions to the movements of sand.

Every year the problem got worse with our cropland and roads being covered
with sand. We had hardly any harvest. We sold everything we had of value just to buy
millet. First it was the animals, then our jewellery. Many of our children have migrated.
They even crossed the sea to the other side of the world.
This year with the use of the hedge, there are no more winds full of red dust. We
mothers are very happy because our land is recovering. Dune stabilisation is a
solution to our problems..
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Dune stabilisation has protected farmland and 3601 fields that had been covered in
sand are recovering. The valley land which is used for market gardening, grain crops
and rice cultivation has been protected. Former dune areas have returned to grassland
and the trees that have been planted in them are satisfying the needs of local people.
11,152 people were beneficiaries of the dune stabilisation this year.

DATE

HECTARES OF DUNES STABILISED

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

8,487
10,700
13,750
16,275
16,000
10,500
14,000
13,000
26,000
32,000
102,000
110,000
79,000
112,000

TOTAL

563,712

Nearly 1,400 acres of dunes stabilised.

PLEASE CONTINUE TO
SUPPORT THIS VITAL WORK
AS MANY MORE VILLAGES
ARE ASKING FOR HELP!

In addition, windbreak planting has reduced the force of the wind and has allowed
topsoil in the air to be deposited in the fields so that crops can be grown. Water is
gathering in the ponds again and plant cover has returned which is a source of life
for animals and livestock.

Saplings have taken root in the dunes
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AGRO-ECOLOGY AND CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION

Using half moon cultivation to retain water so that crops can be grown

This project is training people in land-management techniques which improve crop yields
in harsher weather, and conserve the productivity of the land for future generations. 715
volunteers participated, each giving a parcel of land to trial the new techniques.

A total of 440 acres was worked on with a combination of compost pocket planting,
half-moon planting and contour walls.
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TIDIANI KAREMBE
I was trained to make zai (compost pockets) in my fields. I am the one who
harvested the best in the village. Everyone envied me and everyone came to see my
plot. Zaï is a technique that helps us a lot if there is insufficient rainfall.

We found that only the volunteers who had made the zaï and the contour walls
received a decent harvest. According to Adama Kareme: “The plots treated with zaï
received twice the harvest of the untreated plots “.

Crops are planted in pockets of compost or ‘zai’.

COMPOST MAKING
The composting activities took place in 24 villages of the Dioungani, Bondo, Kani-Bonzon and Bonronwon areas. 46 tons of compost was produced for 264 hectares (652
acres). In spite of poor rains, 2,847 kg of millet was harvested in the plots enriched
with compost versus 1,272 kg of millet harvested on soils not enriched with compost.
AKOUGNON PERU
All those who used the fertilizer did not harvest anything, their land was completely
desiccated when there were long gaps in rainfall. But I was able to fill two granaries ....
A lot of people asked me the question about what I used to enrich my plot, I answered
that it is the compost.
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Millet harvested thanks to the zai technique

PLEASE SUPPORT THE CONTINUATION OF THIS WORK!
The techniques used in agroecology have made it possible to use barren land that
had become unsuitable for crop cultivation. Moreover, grassland cover returned to
help restore the soil and to attract animals and livestock that deposit their excrement.

Everyone is asking for our support to develop these activities, but our funds
are very limited at present and the pound is weak which has made our projects
25% more expensive.
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WELLS
15 village wells were built during the year. They were Pepa, Kinrin, Derou, Gandourou,
Tinassassogou, Begne-Kana, Tori Tomikina, Sehecoura, Sehefitine, Bolimba, Ningari,
Doumogou, Sibo, Bine and Ouroly Diane. With your kind support, more than 7,000
people are now benefitting from access to water. The impacts of the wells are always
very moving. We give just one example (right):

MARIAM ARAMA (Housewife in Séhékoura)
Before the intervention of Joliba in our village we experienced a water crisis. We only
had two traditional wells, one that had been totally abandoned and the other one did not
have enough water because the clay walls collapsed and fell into the well. The water could
not meet our needs. You had to wake up at 5am to have any chance of finding water.
Today thanks to God it’s only between 8am and 9am that we go to the well. I needed 5
hours to fill 5 cans of 20 liters. Today in less than 30 minutes I can fill 10 cans, I also
appreciate the pulley that facilitates the drawing of water and makes it much easier. My
children went to school without breakfast before the new well. I gave them 3p each to buy
flour and water for their lunch. This is no longer the case. Now I can prepare breakfast
before going to the well. To have enough water for cooking and washing, I now use 15
cans (300 litres). At the time of the water crisis I used 5 cans (100litres) and I went to
get water in the village of Dahima…Thanks to you, all this is over, we are no longer walking
6km back and forth to search for water. We are no longer exhausted.
NOUMACOYÉ ARAMA (Member of the Sehecoura Women’s Association)
…Today we have enough water in our village thanks to you. Not only are our needs
met, but we can grow tomatoes, okra, eggplant, chilli and cassava. Before we washed
once a week because there was not enough water, and today it is once a day. Before
our children could not enjoy the lessons at school because they had to help us with
the water chores. Today in less than an hour I have the amount of water I need. We have
begun income-generating activities and started savings groups. I was the first to have
the money from the savings scheme. It gave me the money to make a trip to Mopti to
buy dried fish and calabashes so I could sell them in the village. It is an activity that
I used to practice before the water crisis. Every woman has resumed her activities of
yesteryear, before the water crisis. Today we thank you for having helped us to build the
well and transform our village into a living village, where meals are on time, where we
can buy all that we need, and where there are vegetables at any time.
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PLEASE CONTINUE TO SUPPORT OUR WORK!
Mali is in a time of crisis which is going un-noticed by the outside world. Mali has the
most profoundly peaceful people and the crisis is not of its own making but is due to
external factors. It has never been more important to support projects which can help
people to remain self-reliant and able to survive on their land.

ACCOUNTS TO 31.12.2017
INCOME
Donations from individuals	
Donations from trusts and institutions	
Gift Aid claims	

115,786
89,101
16,980

TOTAL	221,867

EXPENDITURE
Projects to improve rural livelihoods 	
Support costs and accounts	

146,027
23,694

TOTAL	169,271

REVOLVING FUNDS
We are expecting the worst food crisis we have known in 2019

Bank details: Triodos Bank. 16-58-10, Joliba Trust. Account number: 02059700
Please let us know if you make a bacs donation so we can trace it.

Women’s Income Generation funds 	
Cattle fodder funds 	

51,663
34,050

TOTAL

85,713
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